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the final three buttons enable you to fine-tune the settings for x-click. the threshold value controls
how much audio must be removed to activate the click removal process. the shape button

determines the shape of the click. for example, you could use a small click for a fan where a large
one would not be noticeable. the default setting is a short sharp click, and a wider click will typically

remove more sound. the last three buttons are for additional control over the processing. the
strength setting determines how much the filter removes the audio, and the volume is the gain

applied to the audio. the auto button activates the loop, which continuously adjusts the processing to
reduce the loudness of the clicking. the freeze button turns off the filter. now that you have a noise-
free audio file, it is time to apply your changes to the original. to do this, select the threshold or soft
control, and set a value from 0 to 1 (0 is no reduction at all, and 1 means no reduction at all). if you
are using x-noise, you can adjust the noise reduction parameter instead. you can also download the
x-noise demo version from here: > audio comparer 1.7 crack.rar the attack control determines the

time it takes for the buzz filtering to start. the release control determines the amount of time it takes
for the filters to stop. these values can be set to 1 second, but if the attack and release times are too
short, the filters may not be able to react to the audio properly. in the save dialog, there is an option

to select the output device. you can select from the available internal devices or external usb
devices. if the output you have selected is in a format not supported by x-noise, x-noise will

automatically convert the audio to a format supported by it.
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Most people think that when
you remove noise it

removes clarity. Noise
reduction is about removing
frequencies from the noisy

audio to create a clean
version. After that you can

add to the clean audio if you
wish, and adjust the amount
of silence you are using and
the overall amplitude of the

clean version. Use the
Strength control to adjust
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the level of the Noise/Clarity
ratio. If you have noise that
is much louder in level than

the audio, reduce the
amount of silence to get

more contrast and clarity in
the program audio.

However, if you have a lot of
noise and it's mixed in with
the audio, you will likely find
that you still need to reduce
the amount of noise in your

final audio. Any noise
reduction that you do on the
audio will leave noise in the
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master output file, so don't
forget to reduce the

Noise/Clarity ratio in the
Denoise controls too. Milton

Audio's PowerLimiter
removes noise regardless of
signal level (or vice versa).
PowerLimiter has a Filter
control, which sets the
frequency of the noise-

cutting response. You need
to set this frequency to

match the characteristics of
the noise that you are

working on. The Gain control
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sets the level of the
response and the SideClick
control allows you to apply

the filter section
independently to each

channel. Other controls for
tweaking the response

include the Threshold and
Attack controls which set

the level at which the limiter
should start cutting and the

Rolloff control which will
gradually decrease the
limiter's effect as signal

level grows to a maximum
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level. It's important to
remember that PowerLimiter

will increase the overall
volume of the program

audio, but you can use the
Normalise controls to make

sure that the output
program audio is at an

appropriate level relative to
the master audio.
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